Introduction
============

Slow-wave sleep is characterized by the presence of slow oscillation in the electroencephalogram (EEG; [@bib1]). This slow oscillation consists of alternating periods of silence and activity in the corticothalamic networks ([@bib6]; [@bib55]; [@bib59]). The active states are associated with depolarized membrane potential, vigorous synaptic activity, and cell firing, whereas during silent states, membrane potential is hyperpolarized and cells do not discharge. The high-density EEG recording in humans revealed that the slow oscillation spread over the cortex as traveling waves that may originate at different sites but typically in prefrontal-orbitofrontal regions ([@bib30]). In agreement with these human EEG data, our simultaneous multisite intracellular recordings in cat neocortex revealed that activity originated typically, but not exclusively, at a certain location (area 5/7 border) and spread from there in both anterior and posterior directions ([@bib61]). All neurons in the neocortex, and most neurons in their target structures, are involved in the slow rhythm and oscillate in-phase, being simultaneously silent or simultaneously active ([@bib52], [@bib53], [@bib53]; [@bib6]; [@bib60]; [@bib55]; [@bib26]; [@bib61]). How does activity originate during silent state, when no action potentials are generated by neocortical neurons? Three hypotheses on the origin of activity have been proposed. The first hypothesis suggests that spontaneous transmitter release in large neuronal populations occasionally depolarizes some cells to the firing threshold, thus initiating an active state in the network ([@bib57]). The "spontaneous release" hypothesis predicts that activity may start in any neuron, although cells receiving largest excitatory convergence will have higher probability of being activated before the others. The second hypothesis suggests that transition from silence to activity is mediated by intrinsic oscillations of layer V pyramidal neurons, which remain more depolarized because of their intrinsic or synaptic properties and generate some spikes between the active states when other cortical neurons are silent ([@bib47]). Once initiated by layer V neurons, activity then propagates to other cortical layers. The "layer V neuron" hypothesis predicts that activity always originates in these neurons, whereas it appears later in other cells. The third hypothesis attributes transitions from silent to active states to the selective synchronization of spatially structured neuronal ensembles involving a small number of cells ([@bib7]). The "selective synchronization" hypothesis predicts that even during the silent states, some neurons of the network still generate irregular spontaneous firing. More recent studies provided controversial results. Intracortical recordings from epileptic patients demonstrated that active states originate in superficial layers ([@bib2]). However, optical and patch-clamp recordings from layers II--III neurons from visual and somatosensory cortex of healthy rats demonstrated very low firing rates of these neurons, making them unlikely candidates for active state initiation ([@bib64]; [@bib16]). Extracellular unit recordings from layer V neurons revealed that each neuron has its unique spiking pattern ([@bib25]) that contradicts the idea of stochastic origin of active states ([@bib57]; [@bib7]) but supports the hypothesis that particular set of neurons lead active state origin ([@bib47]; [@bib46]; [@bib44]).

To test the above hypotheses and to understand the origin of active states, we investigated in which layer and in cells of which type subthreshold activity starts first and how it is transformed into neuronal firing. We performed multisite local field potential (LFP), extracellular multiunit, and intracellular recordings from closely located neurons in cat neocortex during natural slow-wave sleep and anesthesia-induced slow oscillation. We show that in local neocortical networks subthreshold activity could originate first in any neuron and at any depth, but activation of large pyramidal cells from deep layers is more likely to occur first, probably due to the large excitatory convergence on these cells.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Experiments were carried out in accordance with the guidelines published in the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH publication no. 86-23, revised 1987) and were approved by the Committee for Animal Care of Laval University.

Preparation
-----------

### Experiments in Anesthetized Animals

Acute experiments were carried out on 16 adult cats of both sexes that had been anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine (10--15 and 2--3 mg/kg i.m., respectively). All pressure points and the tissues to be incised were infiltrated with lidocaine (0.5%). The animals were paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide and artificially ventilated, maintaining the end-tidal CO~2~ concentration at 3.5--3.8%. A permanent sleep-like state, as ascertained by continuous recording of the EEG, was maintained throughout the experiments by administering additional doses of ketamine (5 mg/kg). The body temperature was monitored by a rectal probe and maintained at 37 °C via a feedback-controlled heating pad. The heart rate was continuously monitored (90--110 bpm). The stability of intracellular recordings was ensured by cisternal drainage, bilateral pneumothorax, hip suspension, and by filling the hole made for recordings with a solution of 4% agar.

### Experiments in Nonanesthetized Animals

Experiments on nonanesthetized animals were conducted on 2 adult cats, chronically implanted as previously described ([@bib55]; [@bib59]). Briefly, surgical procedures for chronic implantation of recording and stimulating electrodes were carried out under deep barbiturate anesthesia (Somnotol, 35 mg/kg, i.p.), followed by 2--3 administrations, every 12 h, of analgesic (buprenorphine, 0.03 mg/kg, i.m.) to prevent pain. Penicillin (500 000 units i.m.) was injected during 3 consecutive days. During surgery, the cats were implanted with electrodes for electro-oculogram, electromyogram from neck muscles, and intracortical EEG recordings. In addition, a chamber allowing the intracellular penetrations of micropipettes was placed over neocortical areas 5 and 7. Acrylic dental cement was used to fix on the skull the electrodes and recording chamber.

Recording
---------

LFP were recorded in the vicinity of impaled neurons and also from more distant sites, using either tungsten electrodes (10--12 MΩ) or 16-channel silicon probe (NeuroNexus Technologies, Inc. Ann Arbor, MI, USA) with 100-μm separation between recorded sites, inserted perpendicularly to the surface in neocortical areas 5, 7, or 21. Dual, triple, or quadruple intracellular recordings from suprasylvian association areas 5 and 7 were performed using glass micropipettes filled with a solution of 2.5 M potassium acetate. A high-impedance amplifier with active bridge circuitry was used to record the membrane potential and to inject current into the neurons. Neurons were recorded throughout the cortical thickness, whereby lateral distance between simultaneously recorded cells was usually about 100 μm but never exceeded 300 μm. The recorded cells were electrophysiologically identified as previously described ([@bib5]; [@bib15]; [@bib54]; [@bib50]). All electrical signals were sampled at 20 kHz and digitally stored on Vision (Nicolet, WI, USA). Offline computer analysis of electrographic recordings was done with IgorPro software (Lake Oswego, OR, USA) and with custom written MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.) programs. At the end of experiments, the cats were given a lethal dose of pentobarbital (50 mg/kg i.v.).

Analysis
--------

To quantify the timing of the active state onset, we used 2 methods. With the first method, we fitted portions of the membrane potential traces (or of LFP recordings), which included the transitions from silent to active states with a sigmoid function and defined the onset time of active state at 10% of the fit amplitude (see [Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). A reference channel was chosen arbitrarily, and the onset time of active state detected in recordings from each other electrode was then compared with this reference. These values were calculated for every cycle to produce delay histograms (see [Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Varying the intervals used for sigmoid fitting did not significantly affect results on estimation of timing of active state onset ([Fig. S1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq009/DC1)). In the second method, for detection of active and silent states in intracellular recordings, we used a combination of the level of membrane potential and the strength of its fluctuations ([@bib61]). The mean membrane potential and its standard deviation (SD) were calculated in a running window of 25 ms, and occurrence of pairs of mean and SD values were plotted as 3D distribution ([Fig. S2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq009/DC1)). Silent states form a sharp peak at hyperpolarized potentials and low SD values, whereas active states are represented by a broader hill at more depolarized potentials and higher SD values. Because the location of the peaks corresponding to active and silent states differs along both axes, the use of a combination of these 2 parameters improves detection and separation of the states. For detection of states in the LFP, we used the method based on different spectral composition of active and silent states and the increased contribution of high frequency fluctuations to the LFP during active states ([@bib34]).

![Depth profile of the LFP during natural slow-wave sleep. (*a*) LFPs recorded with a 16-channel Michigan probe, inserted perpendicularly to the cortical surface. Red lines show sigmoidal fits of the transitions from silent state to active states. The point at which a fit reached 10% of its amplitude was taken as the onset time of an active state. One cycle is shown at expanded scale. (*b*) Histograms of delays of the active state onsets in indicated channels relative to the activity onset in channel 16, taken as the reference. Fifty cycles were used. Black lines show Gaussian fits. (*c*) Depth profile of active state onsets. For each channel, Gaussian fit of the distribution of activity-onset delays relative to channel 16 is shown, color coded for *n* cycles as indicated by the scale bar.](cercorbhq009f01_4c){#fig1}

For current-source density (CSD) analysis (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the LFP recordings were filtered between 0.5 and 6 Hz to eliminate the influence of other rhythm. According to original description ([@bib35]; [@bib33]; [@bib32]), we used the following formula to calculate the CSD:where Φ*~i~* is the field potential in mV at a given electrode *i*, *R* is in MΩ, *Z* is the distance between electrodes in mm, *I*~m~ is CSD in mV/mm^2^.

![Alternating pattern of current sinks and sources during natural slow-wave sleep revealed with CSD analysis. (*a*) Depth profile of LFPs recorded with a 16-channel silicon probe inserted perpendicularly to the cortical surface. (*b*) Active states detected in LFP traces from (*a*). (*c*) CSD analysis of the traces from (*a*). Note alternating pattern of sinks and sources corresponding to the slow waves in the LFP. (*d*) Depth profile of averaged LFPs during the transition from silent to active states. Mid amplitude in the transition from silent to active states in channel 16 in a 150-s recording segment were taken as reference (zero point in timescale in (*d*) for calculating averages (*n* = 101) in all channels. (*e*) Averaged CSD during the transition from silent to active state, and its central portion at 10-fold higher temporal resolution (right panel). Note that during active states, the flow of current is less pronounced and more variable in terms of spatiotemporal organization of sources and sinks than during silent states.](cercorbhq009f02_4c){#fig2}

For population analysis of activity onsets in groups of 2--4 simultaneously recorded neurons (see [Fig. 6*d*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), we calculated the delay of activity onset in a particular cell relative to the mean onset time of the recorded group of cells for every transition from silent to active state. These delays were compiled for many cycles (more than 50), and the mean delay for each cell was calculated and plotted in relation to the recording depth (blue points in [Fig. 6*d*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and electrophysiological type of the cell (see [Fig. 11*b*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}).

Results
=======

We studied the origin of active states in local neocortical networks during slow-wave sleep and anesthesia-induced slow oscillation using multisite LFP, multiunit activities, and simultaneous intracellular recordings from 2 to 4 neurons. To obtain the depth profile of the field potentials and distribution of current sinks and sources, we made recordings with a 16-channel silicon probe inserted perpendicularly to the cortical surface. The same recordings were also used to estimate the depth profile of multiunit activities during slow-wave sleep. To further investigate the underlying neuronal processes, simultaneous recordings of LFP from deep layers and intracellular activity of 2--4 closely located neurons were used.

Depth Profile of Field Potentials, Current Sinks and Sources during Natural Slow-Wave Sleep
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

During natural slow-wave sleep, the LFP displays characteristic picture of slow oscillation ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which reflect alternation of active and silent states in the neocortical network ([@bib55]; [@bib59]; [@bib42]). Slow waves are evident throughout the cortex, but their amplitude and polarity change gradually with recording depth.

To study the depth profile of activity onset and to see whether it originates in a particular cortical layer, we detected the onsets of activity in LFP recorded simultaneously at different depth. LFP waves, corresponding to the transitions from silence to activity were fitted with a sigmoid curve, and the time point at 10% of the fit amplitude was taken as the onset of active state ([Fig. 1*a*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The activity onset time detected with this method changed only marginally when the length of the intervals containing the silent-active transition, which were used for fitting was changed, thus showing that detection of onset time was robust ([Fig. S1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq009/DC1)). For each channel, a distribution of activity onsets relative to the deepest recorded channel (LFP-16, [Fig. 1*b*,*c*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) was calculated. This analysis revealed clearly different patterns of activity onsets in superficial and deep layers. In deep layers, activity started typically at 1400--1600 μm, ([Fig. 1*c*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, channels 14--16) and propagated from there toward the middle of the cortex ([Fig. 1*c*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, channel 7). Both the peak shift and width of the onset delay distributions increased systematically in channels 14 through 7, indicating the increase of delays of active state onsets and their variability ([Fig. 1*b*,*c*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the superficial layers, the LFP signal was inversed as compared with deep recordings, the distributions of activity-onset delays were broader indicating that activity in the superficial layers appeared with highly variable timing relative to deep recordings ([Fig. 1*c*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). All but one distribution of activity-onset delays covered zero, demonstrating that activity may appear first at any depth ([Fig. 1*c*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar results were obtained, when the onsets of active states were detected with a method exploiting differential spectral composition of the LFP during active and silent states ([@bib34]) (data not shown). Similar results were obtained in ketamine--xylazine anesthetized cats ([@bib3]).

To investigate further the depth distribution of possible sources of activity during slow sleep oscillation, we performed CSD analysis ([@bib35]; [@bib33]; [@bib32]). In the CSD map ([Fig. 2*c*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), extracellular current sinks correspond to intracellular inward (depolarizing) current, whereas current sources correspond to intracellular outward (hyperpolarizing) current ([@bib33]; [@bib32]). The map reveals a strikingly clear relation between alternating pattern of current sinks and sources and alternating periods of active and silent states ([Fig. 2*a*--*c*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). During silent states, we observed strong sinks in the upper layers (positions 3--6 in [Fig. 2*c*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and sources in deeper layers (positions 8--12). Upon the transition to active states, the picture reverses to the opposite: sinks in the deeper layers and sources in the upper layers. During active states, the sources and sinks are generally weaker and much more variable both in space and in time than during silent states, indicating that during activity in neocortical networks, the flow of currents through the cortical depth is less regular and subject to stronger variability. Activity onset--triggered average shows that the reversal of the depth profile of sinks and sources is typical for the transition from silence to activity: A sharp transition from a strong superficial sink and deeper source to weaker deep sinks and superficial sources stands out very clear in [Figure 2*e*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (*n* = 101 episodes averaged for each channel). Examination at higher temporal resolution reveals that during the transition to activity, a switch from sources to sinks occurs earlier around channel 12 ([Fig. 2*e*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, right panel, see arrow) and then "spreads" upward, toward channel 8. This observation is consistent with the depth profile of activity onset, described above.

Depth Distribution of Firing at the Onset of Active State in Simultaneously Recorded Multiunit Activity during Slow-Wave Sleep
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To study depth profile of firing of neocortical neurons during transition from silent to active state, we performed multiunit recordings during slow-wave sleep ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The onset of active state was detected using sigmoid fits of the field potential from deepest electrode, at 10% of the amplitude of transition from silent to active state (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} for detail). Distinct from in vitro results ([@bib47]; [@bib46]), in vivo multiunit recordings during natural slow-wave sleep did not show any firing during silent state at any cortical depth ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Absence of firing during the silent state stands out clearly both in individual recordings ([Fig. 3*a*,*b*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and in the averaged data for 290 silence--activity cycles recorded at 5 different locations in suprasylvian gyrus during 5 sleep episodes ([Fig. 3*c*,*d*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The earliest firing was detected just after the onset of active state in electrodes 8--12, which corresponds to the depth of 800--1200 μm and thus to layer V of the suprasylvian gyrus ([@bib20]). Activities recorded from that depth have also showed the highest firing probability ([Fig. 3*c*,*d*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Neurons start to discharge only when depolarized to their firing threshold. In these experiments, first spikes occur after field potential recordings already started a transition toward active states, indicating that at least some neurons started to depolarize at this time.

![Depth distribution of neuronal firing during slow-wave sleep. (*a*) LFP (top traces) and multiunit activity (bottom trace) recordings at the border of cortical areas 5 and 7 (associative cortex) during short episode of slow-wave sleep. Recordings were performed with a 16-channel silicon probe inserted perpendicularly to the cortical surface. The recording sites were separated by 100 μm, the upper recording site was just below cortical surface. LFP and multiunit activity traces were obtained from the same electrodes, by band-pass filtering 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz and 0.5--10 kHz, respectively. (*b*) A segment from (*a*) as indicated by the bar, at higher temporal resolution. (*c*) Probability distributions of multiunit firing during a cycle of slow oscillation. Pooled data from 290 cycles from 5 different sleep episodes. Spikes were detected as all peaks that exceeded a threshold (gray lines in *a* and *b*), set at 5× SD of the noise fluctuations during silent state. \* Indicates the electrode at which the polarity of slow waves were reversed. Vertical line shows onset of active state determined in the LFP recorded from the deepest electrode. (*d*) Zoom in on the silent to active state transition from (*c*). Note that the first firing occurs in neurons located between 800 and 1200 μm from cortical surface.](cercorbhq009f03_ht){#fig3}

To investigate the relation between the onset of neuronal depolarization and the onset of firing, we performed intracellular recordings from the same cortical area from cats under ketamine--xylazine anesthesia ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), which closely reproduces sleep slow oscillation ([@bib6]). During slow oscillation, the membrane potential of neocortical neurons switched between 2 states: active state, associated with depolarized membrane potential, vigorous synaptic activity and firing, and silent state, during which membrane potential was hyperpolarized and the cells did not generate action potentials ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, see also [figs. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}--[10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq009/DC1)). Active state onsets were determined using sigmoid fits of the membrane potential traces after removal of spikes ([Fig. 4*a*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Active state onset was used then as a trigger to build histograms of all spikes ([Fig. 4*b*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and of the first spikes (one from each active state, [Fig. 4*c*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Using these data, for each cell, we determined the minimum delay of the first spike among all active states ("earliest spike") and calculated the average delay of the first spikes in that cell. This analysis showed that cells from deep layers have a clear tendency to fire before other cells. Both the earliest spike delay and averaged first spike delay were shorter in deep-layer cells ([Fig. 4*d*,*e*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement with modeling studies ([@bib28]; [@bib12]), we found that the earliest spike delays were shortest for neurons that exhibited highest firing rates ([Fig. 4*f*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement with our extracellular unit recordings during slow-wave sleep ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), we found that highest firing rates were observed in cells recorded deeper than 800 μm ([Fig. 4*g*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Cells from deep layers fire earlier than other cells at the onset of active state. (*a*) Intracellular recording from 2 cells in area 7 of cat neocortex, with an exceptionally high firing rate (*a*1) and low firing rate (*a*2). Black traces show original recordings, superimposed red traces show the same segment of recordings after removing action potentials. The onset of active states (blue vertical lines) was determined with sigmoid fit (gray line) of the transition from silent to active state, at 10% of the fit amplitude. Insets show enlarged cycles indicated by the horizontal bars in (*a*). (*b*) Histograms of all spikes in cells shown in a1 and *a*2 relative to the active state onset (*b*1, 49 cycles, *b*2, 65 cycles). Bin width is 1 ms. (*c*) Histograms of the first spike delay at onsets of active states. Note that even in the cell with a very high firing rate, the first spike occurred several milliseconds after the onset of cell depolarization. No spikes occurred before the active state (depolarization) started. (*d*) Cell depth plotted against the delay of the earliest spike from all active states. Note that earliest spike delays in cells located between −1.0 and −1.4 mm were shorter than in other cells. (*e*) Cell depth plotted against the first spike delay averaged over all active states. Note again that cells from deep layers have a tendency to fire earlier than others. (*f*) Firing rate of cells plotted against the delay to the earliest spike at the onset of an active state. Note that cells with higher firing rate had shorter earliest spike delays. (*g*) Cell depth plotted against their firing rate. In (*d*--*g*), red square symbols mark data from the cell shown in *a*1, and blue circle symbols show data from the cell presented in *a*2.](cercorbhq009f04_4c){#fig4}

![Onsets of active states in local neuronal constellations. Data from 4 simultaneously recorded neurons are color coded; each neuron is represented by its own color in *b*--*f*. (*a*) Microphotograph and (*b*) Neurolucida reconstructions of 4 simultaneously recorded pyramidal cells. The gray neuron was recorded prior to cell-3 (red) with the same electrode. Position of recording electrodes is shown schematically. (*c*) Responses of the neurons from *b* to depolarizing current pulses and their electrophysiological identification as IB, RS, and FRB cells. (*d*) LFP and intracellular activities of 4 simultaneously recorded neurons. Black lines superimposed on membrane potential traces show sigmoid fits of active state onsets. (*e*) Two periods from *d* shown at expanded scale. Vertical bars indicate active state onsets. Note the different order of activity onset in neurons in the 2 episodes. (*f*) Distributions of delays of active state onsets in cells 1--3 relative to the activity onset in cell 4 taken as reference. The lowermost panel shows an overlay of the 3 distributions. Note the negative shift of the cell 2, blue delay distribution, indicating that this IB cell had a tendency to lead in the majority of cycles and the positive shift of histogram for cell 3 (red) indicating that this RS cell was often the last involved in activity.](cercorbhq009f05_4c){#fig5}

Activity Onset in Simultaneously Recorded Nearby Neurons during Slow Oscillation and Slow-Wave Sleep
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To study cellular mechanisms of the active state onsets, which underlay the slow waves, we made simultaneous LFP and quadruple, triple, or dual intracellular recordings from nearby neurons (\<200 μm lateral distance, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Most of recordings were made under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia. The recorded cells were electrophysiologically identified ([Fig. 5*c*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), and some of them (*n* = 12) were intracellularly labeled and reconstructed using a Neurolucida system ([Fig. 5*a*,*b*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). On a coarse timescale, periods of activity and silence occurred at about the same time in all simultaneously recorded nearby neurons, independent of their depth ([Fig. 5*d*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, see also [Figs. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq009/DC1)). We never observed inversed phase relation between slow waves in membrane potential traces of simultaneously recorded neurons.

To quantify the timing of the active states in simultaneously recorded neurons, we have used 2 approaches, similar to those used in analysis of LFP. The first method used the time at 10% amplitude of a sigmoid fitting of the transition from silent to active state to identify "the onset of active state" ([Fig. 5*e*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq009/DC1) for onsets in LFP). The second method exploited the level of membrane potential and the strength of its fluctuations ([@bib61]) to separate states ([Fig. S2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq009/DC1)) and thus detected "the beginning of developed active states." The results obtained with both state detection methods are described together.

On the fine timescale, the sequence of involvement of simultaneously recorded neurons in activity was not uniform but varied from one cycle to the other, whereby any neuron could be leading in some particular cycles ([Fig. 5*e*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S2*b*). Distributions of activity-onset delays in any cell relative to the other always covered zero, indicating the high variability in the sequence of activation of neurons ([Fig. 5*f*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Population analysis of activity onset estimated with both methods revealed that neurons recorded in deep layers were leading, as indicated by high occurrence of negative delays in these cells as compared with superficial layer neurons ([Fig. 6*a*,*d*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In neurons recorded at intermediate depths, activity usually started after the other cells, as indicated by the high occurrence of positive delays. Finally, in cells from superficial layers, positive and negative delays were nearly equally frequent, and the spread of delays was high. This depth profile stands out very clearly in the plot of running average of activity-onset delays (red symbols in [Fig. 6*d*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). For further quantification of the dependence of activity onset on recording depth, we segregated the cells by the recording depth in 3 nearly equally populated groups. Group averages confirmed the above conclusions. For the "onsets" of active states (method of sigmoid fitting), the averaged delay was negative for the group of deep cells (−1.1 ± 7.4 ms, mean ± SD, *n* = 27, mean depth 1373 μm, all cells located deeper than 1050 μm), but positive, close to zero for the middle group (0.5 ± 4.4 ms, *n* = 27, mean depth 763 μm, ranging from 575 to 1050 μm), and the group of superficial cells (0.6 ± 4.7 ms, *n* = 27, mean depth 442 μm, all cells located superficially to 575 μm) ([Fig. 6*d*1](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The averaged delay of "developed" active states was negative, --3.38 ± 13.2 ms (*n* = 36) in the group of deep-layer cells (mean recorded depth 1476 μm, all cells located deeper than 1100 μm), positive in the middle group (2.9 ± 10.6 ms, mean depth 920 μm, depth ranging from 670 to 1100 μm, *n* = 35), and close to zero in the group of superficially located cells (0.56 ± 12.46 ms, mean depth 485 μm, all cells located superficially to 670 μm, *n* = 36) ([Fig. 6*d*2](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Slight difference in timing estimated with the 2 methods could be due to the different steepness of activity onset in different neurons. [Figure S3](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq009/DC1) illustrates such an example, with large time difference in the onsets of active states in 2 neurons but a much less difference in the timing of the beginning of the developed state. Opposite examples, with smaller time difference of the onsets and larger time difference between developed states were also observed (data not shown). The reason for the different steepness of activity onset could be a combination of the strength of synaptic drive, properties of individual synaptic responses, and intrinsic membrane properties of a cell ([@bib24]; [@bib63]; [@bib9]). Conclusion on the earlier onset of activity in deep-layer cells is further substantiated by the pairwise analysis. For each pair of simultaneously recorded cells, we have calculated activity-onset delay in the more superficially recorded cell relative to the deeper neuron in the pair. The pairs in which the deeper cell was leading were encountered by far more frequently than the pairs with the upper cell leading (25 pairs, blue vs. 10 pairs, green, in [Fig. 6*a*1,*b*1](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; and 54 pairs, blue, vs. 23 pairs, green, in [Fig. 6*a*2,*b*2](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). *P* values for deeper versus upper leading of a bilateral binomial test approximated by normal law were 0.011 for "onsets of active states" ([Fig. 6*a*1](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and 0.0004 for "developed active states method" ([Fig. 6*a*2](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) indicating highly significant differences. Interestingly, this difference was clearly expressed also in the pairs composed of cells with only minor depth difference (\<100 μm, *n* = 23 pairs, gray in [Fig. 6*a*2,*c*2](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and *n* = 18 pairs, gray in [Fig. 6*a*1,*c*1](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Depth profile of activity onset in simultaneously recorded neurons: Population analysis. (*a*) Dependence of activity onset on the recording depth in cell pairs. Each pair of simultaneously recorded neurons is represented by 2 symbols connected with a line. Y-coordinates show the depth at which the cell was recorded. Delays of activity onsets in the upper cell in a pair were calculated relative to the activity onsets in the deeper cell, taken as reference. Positive delays (blue) indicate pairs with deeper cell leading; negative delays (green) indicate pairs with upper cell leading. Gray indicates recordings with similar depth (vertical difference \<100 μm). Left column, analysis of the onsets of active states obtained with the method of sigmoid fits; right column, detection of the beginning of developed active states using the method based on values of membrane potential and its SD. (*b*,*c*) Distributions of the delays in cell pairs, color coded as in (*a*). (*d*) Dependence of the delay of activity onset in state clusters on recording depth. Each blue diamond symbol represents data for one cell. Running averages (red symbols) were calculated for sets of 17 neurons. For gross averages (cycles, ±SD), cells were segregated in 3 nearly equally populated groups, (*d*1) above 575 μm (*n* = 27), between 575 and 1050 μm (*n* = 27), and deeper than 1050 μm (*n* = 27). (*d*2) above 670 μm (*n* = 36), between 670 and 1100 μm (*n* = 35), and deeper than 1100 μm (*n* = 36). Note that, most often, activity started earlier in the deeper neurons.](cercorbhq009f06_4c){#fig6}

To verify whether the conclusions drawn from intracellular recordings made under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia hold true for natural slow-wave sleep, we performed intracellular recordings from single cells and simultaneous intracellular from pairs of cells in nonanesthetized and nonparalyzed cats ([Figs. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to previous studies ([@bib55]; [@bib59]; [@bib42]), during quiet waking and rapid-eye-movement sleep, the LFP displayed typical activated pattern and neurons remained in active state (data not shown). During slow-wave sleep, the large amplitude slow waves in the LFP were associated with transitions between silent and active states in the membrane potential of cortical neurons ([Figs. 7*a*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8*a*](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of simultaneous recordings from 5 pairs of RS neurons confirmed that the main characteristics of slow oscillations seen in the multisite intracellular recordings under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia are also evident during natural slow-wave sleep. Specifically, in recordings made during natural slow-wave sleep, we found evidence for 1) clear correspondence between slow waves in the LFP and alternations of active and silent states in the membrane potential, with common periods of activity and silence in simultaneously recorded cells ([Fig. 7*a*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). 2) Variable sequential order of involvement of recorded cells in activity, whereby the order of cell involvement may reverse even in the nearby cycles separated by less than 1 s ([Fig. 7*b*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). 3) Variable delays between activity onsets in simultaneously recorded neurons relative one to the other and the LFP waves, the delays occasionally reaching tens of milliseconds ([Fig. 7*c*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results show that inferences from the data obtained during anesthesia-induced slow oscillation provide useful clues on cellular mechanisms of natural slow-wave sleep.

![The high variability of active state onsets in cells during natural sleep. (*a*) Simultaneously recorded DC field potential and intracellular activity of 2 closely located (\<100 μm in lateral distance) neurons. (*b*) Two cycles from (*a*) shown at expanded scale. Action potentials are truncated. The thick line shows sigmoid fits of transitions to active states. Note the opposite order of activity onset in the 2 cells in 2 consecutive cycles. (*c*) Distributions of the activity-onset delays in the 2 cells relative to the onset of active state in DC field potential and in the simultaneously recorded cell. Note that all distributions cover zero, and thus, in any pair, the opposite orders of activation were encountered, with delays up to 40 ms.](cercorbhq009f07_4c){#fig7}

![Progressive buildup versus sharp transitions from silent to active states. (*a*) Intracellular and LFP recordings during natural slow-wave sleep. (*b*) Zoom in on active state onsets from 2 consecutive cycles. Note the presence of many individual events (oblique arrows) in the onset with slow development of depolarization (2) and a smooth slope of a rapid transition (1).](cercorbhq009f08_lw){#fig8}

Synaptic Buildup at the Onset of Active States
----------------------------------------------

The onset of active states is dominated by excitatory conductances ([@bib18]; [@bib42]). They may be produced by either spike-independent spontaneous transmitter release (minis) or synaptic release triggered by action potentials generated by neurons that are already engaged in activity. Because minis have small amplitude and are not synchronized, a minis-driven onset of active state in a neuron should manifest itself by a slow buildup of depolarization before the spiking threshold is eventually reached. If active states of the network originate by this mechanism, the slow buildup of depolarization prior/at the beginning of active state should be most often encountered in leading neurons. In contrast to spontaneous origin of activity, active states in neurons driven by already activated network should exhibit faster depolarization at the transition from the silent to active state. We have looked for these characteristic signatures in transitions in intracellular recordings during natural sleep ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) and in anesthetized cats ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In all these experimental conditions, we have observed transitions toward active states of both types, with slow or rapid buildup of depolarization. [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} illustrates transitions of both slow and fast types in the neighboring activity cycles, recorded in the same cell during natural slow-wave sleep. [Figure 8*b*, (1)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows a rapid transition with a smooth front and no clearly discernible individual synaptic potentials. In the next cycle, transition in that cell was slow, with an uneven front on which many individual synaptic events that summate and build up the depolarization toward the active state are apparent ([Fig. 8*b*, 2](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Both types of transitions were also observed under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). A signature of spontaneous release-driven onset of active states would be an increase of the membrane potential variability toward the end of silent states due to the increased spontaneous release. Indeed, the SD of the membrane potential clearly increased in presumably leading neurons in the majority of cycles of slow oscillation just prior to the onset of active state ([Fig. 9*b*](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). If a slow buildup of depolarization due to spontaneous release indeed plays a role in initiation of active states, it should be most pronounced in neurons that engage in activity earlier than other cells. To test this conjecture, we used multisite intracellular recordings and computed for each neuron and oscillation cycle the relation between the maximal slope of transition to an active state and delay of the onset of active state in that neuron relative to other simultaneously recorded neurons ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Results of this analysis are consistent with the above conjecture: In a vast majority of neurons (17 of 18), transition was slower when the cell was involved earlier in the active state ([Fig. 10*b*,*d*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). However, one neuron recorded at a depth of 900 μm (which corresponds to upper layer 5 according to [@bib20]) exhibited atypical behavior. It had the fastest slope of transition to active state in those cycles when it was leading other cells but a slightly slower transition when activated later than other cells ([Fig. 10*d*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, black line). Typical for this neuron was a clear presence of synaptic events prior to the onset of active state ([Fig. 10*c*, 1](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}) and bursts of action potentials during spontaneous activity and current injection ([Fig. 10*c*, 2](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). This and other neurons with such properties are best suited to lead onsets of network active states.

![Membrane potential fluctuations increase just before the onset of active state. (*a*) Intracellular recording in suprasylvian gyrus (area 7) of cat anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine and xylazine. (*b*) A segment from *a* is enlarged and superposed on a histogram showing the averaged membrane potential SD (*n* = 50 cycles, 0 time is active state onset defined with sigmoid fit). Bin width is 40 ms. Note the large increase in the SD of the membrane potential just prior to the active state onset.](cercorbhq009f09_ht){#fig9}

![Earlier involvement in activity is associated with slower transitions to active states. (*a*) A segment of simultaneous quadruple intracellular recording from closely located neurons in area 7, performed under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia. (*b*) Maximal slope of a transition from silent to active state, estimated from sigmoid fitting, plotted against the delay of the cell relative to the mean onset of activity in the cluster. Each point shows data for one cycle. For each cell, a regression line is shown. Color code corresponds to the 4 cells in (*a*). Note that in cycles in which activity onset in a cell was earlier than in other cells (negative delays), the slope of transition was smaller, typical for a progressive synaptic buildup. (*c*1) Examples of transitions from silent to active state in a cell that often showed a strong buildup of depolarization prior to the transition. Zero time is half amplitude of depolarization. The cell was IB, as identified by bursts during both spontaneous activity (left inset in *c*2) and in responses to depolarizing current pulses (right inset in *c*2). (*d*) Relation between maximal slope of transition from silent to active states and the delay of activity onset in the cell relative to the mean onset in the cluster. Regression lines (as in *b*) for 18 cells. Note that in 17 of 18 neurons, earlier onsets of active state were associated with smaller slopes of transition. The only one cell showing an inverse relation (black line) is illustrated in *c*.](cercorbhq009f10_4c){#fig10}

Next, we investigated if active states originated earlier in neurons of a particular electrophysiological class. In agreement with our previous observations ([@bib57]), all electrophysiological types of neurons could be recorded at any depth ([Fig. 11*a*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). The group analysis revealed a clear tendency for intrinsically bursting (IB) neurons to lead in activity onsets (averaged delay --9.0 + 18.4 ms, *n* = 7 cells, [Fig. 11*b*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Two kinds of pairwise analyses corroborate this result. The IB neurons were leading in all 5 pairs consisting of an IB and a regular-spiking (RS) cell, and in 3 of 4 pairs consisting of an IB and a fast-rhythmic-bursting (FRB) cell ([Fig. 11*c*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, in these pairs, the IB cells were leading in the majority of individual cycles ([Fig. 11*d*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, 76.4% of cycles in IB--RS pairs, *P* \< 0.001 and 57.1% of cycles in IB/FRB pairs, *P* = 0.054). These results show that despite the stochastic nature of active state onset, the IB cells engage in active states before other neurons, and are thus in the position to either initiate or to spread the onset of active state.

![IB cells are leading the onset of active states. (*a*) Depth distribution of different types of neocortical neurons, as indicated by symbols: RS, FRB, IB, and fast spiking (FS). UN---unidentified neurons. Note that neurons of all electrophysiological types were found at any depth. (*b*) Delay of onsets of clustered active states in cells of different electrophysiological types. (*c*,*d*) Activity onset in pairs composed of different cell types. IB cells were leading in all pairs consisting of IB/RS cells (*n* = 5 pairs), and in 3 of 4 IB/FRB pairs. In these pairs, the IB cells were also leading in most of individual activity cycles (IB/RS: *n* = 210 cycles; IB/FRB, *n* = 182 cycles). In FRB/RS pairs, FRB cells were leading in 7 of 9 pairs, and in the majority of cycles (*n* = 544 cycles). \*In (*d*) indicates significant difference, *P* \< 0.05 to a bilateral binomial test approximated by normal law. For IB/FRB pairs, *P* = 0.054.](cercorbhq009f11_lw){#fig11}

Discussion
==========

Our study of local mechanisms of origin of slow oscillation with multisite LFP, multiunit recordings, and simultaneous intracellular recordings from 2 to 4 neurons revealed a clear depth profile of activity onsets. In both, extracellular and intracellular recordings, activity started most frequently at deep locations but appeared later in the middle of the cortex. This general tendency was apparent despite a high cycle-to-cycle variability of onsets at any depth. Our data emphasize that the LFP waves and the distribution of current sinks and sources were mirror-like in the deep as compared with the superficial layers. In contrast to the LFP and CSD, the slow waves in the membrane potential of simultaneously recorded neurons were always in-phase, independent of their depth. We never observed firing during hyperpolarizing silent state in multiunit recordings or intracellular recordings obtained during both natural slow-wave sleep and ketamine/xylazine-induced slow oscillations. This result is in a striking contrast to some previous studies performed in vitro ([@bib47]; [@bib4]; [@bib46]) or with in vivo multiunit recordings from sensory cortices of anesthetized rats ([@bib19]; [@bib44]), which observed firing of some neurons during silent state of the network. Our multiunit recordings during natural sleep and intracellular recordings under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia show that deep layer (presumably layer V) neurons have a clear tendency to depolarize and fire action potentials at the onset of active state earlier than other neurons and thus lead the onset of activity in the network. The leading neurons revealed a prominent synaptic buildup prior to the onset of active states, when no firing was observed in nearby neurons, and the firing of the first action potential in these neurons had the shortest latency from the onset of active states. This conclusion on the leading role of large deep layer pyramids in the onset of active states is in agreement with previous studies ([@bib47]; [@bib44]), but stands in a marked contrast to results of intracortical recordings from human cortex surrounding epileptic foci, in which active states originated in superficial layers ([@bib2]). One possible reason for this peculiar finding could be alterations of cell properties in the cortical tissue surrounding epileptic foci.

Cortical Origin of Active States during Slow Sleep Oscillation
--------------------------------------------------------------

Several lines of evidence show that alternation of active and silent states, which underlies slow oscillation, is of cortical origin. The slow oscillation was observed in athalamic animals ([@bib53]) and other isolated cortical preparations ([@bib47]; [@bib57]) but not in the thalamus of decorticated animals ([@bib60]). Our results provide further evidence corroborating this assumption. In the case of initiation of cortical activity by thalamic input, a characteristic picture of current sinks originating in the granular layer and spreading to other cortical layers would be expected ([@bib33]; [@bib32]). Moreover, if thalamocortical neurons would contribute significantly to initiation of active states ([@bib22]; [@bib65], Crunelli and Hughes 2010), multiunit recordings would reveal the earliest firing at the onset of active states in layer IV cells, which receive strongest thalamic input. Because such patterns of CSD and multiunit firing were never observed during transitions to active states, thalamic initiation of active states could be excluded.

Origin of Activity: What Drives the First Neuron to Generate the First Spike?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Three hypothetic mechanisms have been proposed so far to explain the intracortical origin of activity during slow oscillation: spontaneous release ([@bib57]), intrinsic properties of layer V neurons ([@bib47]), and selective synchronization of small neuronal ensembles ([@bib7]) (see the Introduction).

The latter mechanism requires that at least some neurons are active and generate spikes during the silent states of the cortical network. In this and previous studies ([@bib6]; [@bib60]; [@bib55]; [@bib59]; [@bib61]), not a single neuron was systematically active while other cells were in silent states. Thus, firing of a particular set of neurons during network silence was not observed, contradicting the notion that specific set of neurons is responsible for initiating network active states ([@bib47]; [@bib7]).

Several arguments make the mechanism relying exclusively on intrinsic oscillations in layer V neurons ([@bib47]), or other cortical neurons, an unlikely explanation of the origin of active states in vivo. Most of the known intrinsic currents that are capable of maintaining prolonged depolarization and firing require a strong initial signal for their activation ([@bib14]; [@bib38]). The source for such a signal is lacking during the silent state, when no action potentials are generated in the network. The only current that is activated close to the resting membrane potential and that can lead to a cell discharge is hyperpolarization-activated depolarizing current ([@bib31]). However, this current is weak in cortical neurons and cannot lead to their discharges as it does in the thalamic neurons. Direct proof that intrinsic properties of cortical neurons cannot alone support initiation of active states comes from in vitro studies showing that active states are abolished by blocking postsynaptic glutamate receptors ([@bib47]; [@bib49]). It is worth noting that the exclusive role of layer 5 neurons in the generation of active states was demonstrated only in slices maintained in "modified" artificial cerebrospinal fluid. In these conditions, all ([@bib47]) or about a half ([@bib49]) of layer V neurons continuously fire during silent states. Such a pattern was never observed in vivo in anesthetized or naturally sleeping cats (see above).

The mechanism of initiation of activity, which relies on spontaneous release ([@bib57]), appears more realistic. Active states originate from silent state, when all cortical neurons are silent and do not fire spikes, and thus only spike-independent, spontaneous release takes place ([@bib45]; [@bib37]; [@bib57]). Its total postsynaptic effect on a neuron depends on the number of synapses at the neuron and the frequency of spontaneous events. In the neocortex, silent states are associated with an increase of extracellular Ca^2+^ concentration ([@bib29]; [@bib8]) that mediates an increase in evoked release probability toward the end of silent state ([@bib8]). The frequency of miniatures is positively correlated with both of these factors ([@bib40]); therefore, it should increase toward the end of a silent state ([@bib57]). Because excitatory synapses are much more numerous than inhibitory, increasing frequency of spontaneous release at all synapses is likely to shift its net balance toward excitation ([@bib18]; [@bib42]). This scenario is supported by the fact that some transitions from silence to activity during natural sleep ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) or anesthesia ([Figs. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}) indeed exhibited a slow buildup of depolarization with a large number of individual synaptic events discernible on its slope. The first spike occurs in deeply lying neurons when depth-positive field potential already started transition in depth negative direction but before sharp transition ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, it is possible that only a few neurons from deep layers started to depolarize at this time. According to cortical dipole generation theory ([@bib36]), only a few neurons from layer V might be necessary to influence the generation of EEG events. Eventually, the depolarization induced by spontaneous release would reach the threshold, leading to generation of action potentials. In this scenario, any neuron could generate the first spike. This conclusion is supported by our results, showing that activity may originate first in any neuron ([Figs. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq009/DC1)), and by the results of in vitro imaging study, demonstrating that activity could start from any neuronal group ([@bib7]). However, for statistical reasons, cells with the largest number of inputs, such as large layer 5 pyramids ([@bib10]), would have advantages in sensing and summating both spontaneous synaptic events and EPSPs from other, just activated, cells. Once large layer V pyramids are activated, their broad projections and the ability to generate bursts of action potentials, which increase their postsynaptic impact ([@bib23]; [@bib57]), make them best suited for activation of other neurons ([@bib47]; [@bib57]). These properties of large layer V pyramids might be especially important for integration of spontaneous and evoked synaptic potentials and activation of other cells in slices, where connectivity is severely reduced. This could be a likely reason why [@bib47] in their pioneer work on oscillations in slices found that large layer V pyramidal neurons were responsible for active state initiation.

A major role for large layer V pyramids and IB cells in the initiation and spread of active states in the network in vivo is supported by the tendency of these cells to show earlier onset of activity as compared with cells of other types and from other layers. This tendency was apparent in both multiunit recordings during natural sleep ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and in intracellular recordings under ketamine/xylaxine anesthesia ([Figs. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). However, our results also show that this leading role is due not to the intrinsic oscillations of layer V pyramids but rather to their ability to integrate spontaneous events effectively because of the large dendritic tree and huge excitatory convergence onto these cells.

Origin of Current Sinks and Sources during Slow Oscillation
-----------------------------------------------------------

In the superficial and the deep layers, the LFP signal and the distribution of current sinks and sources are clearly different. At 600--700 μm from the surface, the polarity of the waves in the LFP is inversed ([@bib36]), and also the picture of current sinks and sources is mirror-like: Strong superficial sinks and deep sources during silent states alternate with deep sinks and superficial sources during active states. In a marked contrast to the LFP, the intracellular recordings showed no phase reversal with the recording depth. In the neurons recorded simultaneously above and below 600 μm, slow membrane potential oscillations are always in-phase but never in contraphase one to the other ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, and [12*a*](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, despite the difference in the depth profile of polarity of slow waves in the LFP and in membrane potential of neurons, the delays in the onset of developed active states as determined using LFPs or intracellular recordings have similar depth profiles ([Fig. 12*b*](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison of the depth profiles of field potential and intracellular events during slow oscillation. (*a*) Depth profile of the LFP, CSD, and intracellular activity during transition from silent to active state during natural slow-wave sleep. Arrows show approximate depth of the 2 neurons relative to the CSD profile (LFP and CSD plots are from [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). (*b*) Depth profile of the onsets of active states in the LFP (data from [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and the running average of active state onsets in intracellularly recorded neurons (data from [Fig. 6*d*2](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).](cercorbhq009f12_4c){#fig12}

Thus, not all cells contributed equally to the macroscopic picture of slow waves. Contribution of a cell to the LFP signal depends on its electric asymmetry and on its ability to maintain differential charges of its compartments along axo-somato-dendritic axis ([@bib36]). Large pyramidal neurons from deep layers, with their apical dendrites reaching the cortical surface, are well suited to produce electrical signals sensed by LFP electrodes ([@bib36]). Due to the large electrotonic distance, the membrane potential at 2 compartments may differ by several millivolts ([@bib48]; [@bib56]) and thus cause significant current flow along the apical dendrites. Reversal of slow-wave polarity in the LFP depth profile comes then as natural consequence of differential location of recording electrode relative to the dipoles of large pyramids from deep layers.

Intracellular recordings showed that during silent states, somata of all cortical cells in all layers are hyperpolarized, and no action potentials are generated. However, spike-independent spontaneous transmitter release might still take place ([@bib45]; [@bib37]; [@bib57]). Because at the dendrites the number of excitatory synapses is several-fold higher than of inhibitory, but at/close to soma inhibitory synapses prevail, the spontaneous input might lead to a depolarization of dendrites relative to the soma. High density of potassium channels may contribute further to the outward current at axosomatic compartment ([@bib43]; [@bib41]; [@bib17]; [@bib21]). Combination of these factors would produce net inward current at dendrites (extracellular current sink in upper layers) but net outward current at somatic region (extracellular current source in deep layers), as observed during silent states.

During active states, synaptic activity increases dramatically. Experimental data from cortical slices and computer simulations suggest that excitatory and inhibitory inputs to cortical cells are balanced ([@bib11]; [@bib49]), and in behaving animals, inhibition even dominates ([@bib49]). The relative contribution of inhibition may be enhanced because inhibitory interneurons integrate the excitatory inputs more effectively ([@bib27]; [@bib39]; [@bib9]) and are capable of generating high-frequency nonadapting trains of action potentials, thus compensating for the smaller number of inhibitory synapses. As a result, strong excitatory and inhibitory inputs with inhibition dominating will produce in the dendrites high amplitude fluctuations, while changing little the mean level of dendritic membrane potential. In contrast, somatic membrane potential in layer V large pyramids during active states is depolarized by up to 15--20 mV relative to silent states, and cells generate axosomatic action potentials. Due to these factors, polarity of the somatodendritic dipole changes to the opposite: During active states, net inward current flows in the soma (extracellular sinks in deep layers) but net outward current through the dendrites (extracellular sources in superficial layers).

Conclusion: A Scenario for Active State Onset
=============================================

Results of our study suggest that large pyramidal cells from deep layers play a central role in initiation and spread of active states during slow oscillation in vivo. Both LFP and intracellular recordings point to an earlier activation in deep layers, and both multiunit and intracellular recordings point to an earlier firing of cells located in layer V. This activation starts from the silent state, when no cells are firing. Because slow oscillation has a cortical origin, absence of cell firing during silent states restricts possible mechanisms of active state origin to spike-independent processes. The spike-independent process causes buildup of depolarization that occasionally reaches spike threshold in some cells. Firing of these cells initiates the activity in the rest of network. Spontaneous release necessary for active state initiation may occur not only from nerve terminals but also from glial cells surrounding synapses ([@bib13]). In contrast to earlier hypotheses, we suggest that activity does not necessarily originate in layer V cells. Due to the stochastic nature of spontaneous transmitter release, the first transition from silence to activity may occur in any neuron. However, because of the large number of synaptic inputs and the broad divergence of the outputs, large layer V pyramidal neurons are best suited for integration of spontaneous inputs and initiation of activity in the whole neocortical network.
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